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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give

thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Signs Emerge The Globalists Are Preparing To 'Lock Down' America - Message
To Americans From One Who Cares: 'Don't Back Down, Double Down'
By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or Die
"Those who make peaceful revolution impossible make violent revolution inevitable."
John F. Kennedy
All News Pipeline received a tip from a reader yesterday that we decided to look into
because the mere sound of what we were told sounded so Draconian that we couldn't
believe what we were reading.

Telling us that according to their accountant at H&R Block, Americans will soon need
passports to travel WITHIN the United States, we decided to dig a little more deeply into
this lead to find out if there was any truth to it.
An email conversation with a media representative with H&R Block yielded a
sense of manipulation on their part as we were immediately asked a question by
them trying to figure out who our sources were as seen in their response to us
below.:
We do not comment on speculation or rumor. Can you verify who the reader was and
who from H&R Block
indicated this information?
Of course, ANP will never
give away the names of our
sources but we have to ask,
why were they so interested
in who both our reader and
their employee were? As
we've found out, some
Americans DO now need
passports to fly within US
states due to the 'REAL ID'
act. However, the IRS can
quickly revoke passports for
overdue taxes. Is this just the beginning?
With the global elite, who long ago began their attempt to take over America, now
sweating bullets since Donald Trump is now only 10 months away from the White
House, we're seeing more signs that these globalist criminals will not relinquish
their most prized treasure, America, and the American people may soon fall
victim to their most absolute heinous scheme: a 'new world order' brought about
by busting America into little pieces.
<< The screenshot here comes to us from the most recent Donald Trump ad, an
outstanding video that lays it all on the line. As the advertisement asks, did anyone
really think that those people who have been working to destroy our country
would relinquish power peacefully?
Hiring the unemployed to protest is well known in Pakistan, the Ukraine and other
locations as 'color revolutions' take place across the globe funded by George Soros;
with Americans angry and disaffected, will we soon witness a leftist-sponsored
'color revolution' in America that attempts to steal our election or worse? We
already see that the leftists are going after the 1st Amendment Rights of Donald Trump
himself as seen in the outstanding 1st video below - do we think that they'll stop there?
Of course not but now's not the time to back down.

We're also seeing more signs that the globalist criminals will stop at nothing to
ensure that Clinton is in the White House in January.
With America now clearly on
the edge with economic
collapse ahead of us and an
absolutely demon possessed
president in office working
against the safety of this
country, Trends Forecaster
Gerald Celente recently told
us that it's time to clean out
the District of Criminals in
Washington DC.
Celente tells us why the Bernie Sanders political movement is literally destroying
themselves as they continually disrupt others rallies rather than holding positive
rallies of their own and every time Sanders followers attempt to shut down the 1st
Amendment Rights of another American, more and more Americans are being drawn to
who they are attempting to shut down...in this case, Donald Trump.
The complete history of Monsanto; the world's most EVIL corporation staffed by
society's most hate-filled people
The entire history of Monsanto has been one of creating deadly, toxic chemicals
that devastate human populations and then lying about their toxicity (while
profiting from their widespread use that poisons the planet). There is no single
greater chemical threat to humanity that exists on this planet right now than the
Monsanto corporation, and its chemical poisons are faithfully mirrored by the
poisonous personalities and sleaze tactics of its attack dogs who troll the internet
to discredit all scientists and activists that oppose Monsanto's "chemical
domination" agenda. (Much of Wikipedia is now run by biotech trolls, by the way,
who specialize in internet disinfo terrorism tactics like the hit piece recently
waged against GM Watch.) For the full report click the link above.
Ted Cruz goes all-in for Monsanto; insults tens of millions of health-conscious
Americans by calling them 'anti science zealots'
(NaturalNews) U.S. presidential candidate and Texas senator Ted Cruz went all-in
for Monsanto on the campaign trail in Iowa, parroting Monsanto's propaganda by
proclaiming that GMOs are feeding the world while insulting health-conscious
consumers by equating support of GMO labeling with "anti-science zealotry."
At the Iowa Agricultural Summit, Cruz revealed that he in effect fully supports the
mass poisoning of the American people with hidden (unlabeled) GMOs, cancercausing glyphosate herbicide, farmer suicides caused by GMO crop failures and
the widespread genetic pollution unleashed by genetically modified crops. "[W]e
shouldn’t let anti-science zealotry shutdown the ability to produce low-cost
quality food for billions across the globe," he stated, invoking a false claim that's
actually a widely disproven Monsanto talking point. (SOURCE)

Ted Cruz just got SLAUGHTERED at the polls after declaring support for
Monsanto
Ted Cruz Is A Bush By Another Name
Neil Bush, the son of President
George H. W. Bush, who defrauded
U.S. taxpayers out of $1.5 billion
dollars in the savings and loan
scam, and later peddled influence
for the Chinese government, (who
plied Neil with Chinese prostitutes)
has formally endorsed Senator Ted
Cruz for president. You can’t make
this stuff up.
But the Bush-Cruz connection goes much deeper than this. Ted was George W.’s
brain when he ran for president. A top policy adviser, Ted maneuvered for
Solicitor General in Bush World but settled for a consolation prize at the Federal
Trade Commission. Ted’s a Bush man with deep ties to the political and financial
establishment. Ted and wife Heidi brag about being the first “Bush marriage” –
they met as Bush staffers. Cruz was an adviser on legal affairs while Heidi was an
adviser on economic policy and eventually director for the Western Hemisphere
on the National Security Council under Condoleezza Rice. Condi helped give us
the phony war in Iraq. Heidi then went to the Bush U.S. Trade Representative as a
top deputy to U.S. Trade Rep. Robert Zoellick, who wired Heidi’s membership in the
Council on Foreign Relations and job at Goldman Sachs. The bailed-out bank then
loaned Cruz $1 million secretly to finance his Senate race. Cruz would also borrow an
undisclosed $1 million loan from Citicorp.
Cruz has become quite adept at saying one thing while his history shows him
doing the other (Comment: That is because he is a pathological liar). Rather than
the outsider he claims to be, Ted Cruz is the ultimate insider, former top Bush 41
policy aide and globalist, Ivy Leaguer, and establishment insider. There is no
better example of this than Calgary Ted’s actions surrounding the big Wall Street
banks and their secret funding of his political ascension. Oil and Gas Millions
fund this guy, & Cruz has been gorging at the table of the ultimate insider ‘of all
insiders’ – Goldman Sachs and Citibank. His TPP support is just further proof of
this.
Cruz and his establishment puppet masters are engaged in an aggressive
strategy against Trump. The false narrative of course being that Cruz is the
outsider while Trump is the insider. Nothing could be farther from the truth. In its
most simplistic terms – the power elite have no leverage over Trump – nothing.
Cruz, on the other hand, is the establishment’s quisling, spawned by the Bushes
and controlled by Wall Street, who became a strident “outsider” only four years
ago.
Soros Board Member Chairs Firm Running Online Voting for Tuesday’s Utah
Caucuses

20 Mar 2016--Smartmatic Group, an
electronic voting firm whose worldwide
headquarters is located in the United
Kingdom, will be running the online
balloting process in the Utah Republican
Open Caucuses on Tuesday.
The chairman of Smartmatic’s board,
Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, currently
serves on the board of George Soros’s
Open Society Foundation and has close
ties to the billionaire.
The biography of Malloch-Brown, is
posted openly on Smartmatic’s website,
and shows close associations between Malloch-Brown and Soros, a major donor
to the Democratic Party and hundreds of liberal and radical-left groups.
BECK Says: TED CRUZ FULFILLMENT OF MORMON PROPECY... Lee Davidson
wrote the following article in the Salt Lake Tribune about Republican candidate
Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX)’s rallies today in Utah: Cruz also basked in the praise of two
big-name Mormons: former GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney and
conservative talk show host Glenn Beck.
Beck, a Mormon and conservative radio talk show host, said he always vows to
be the worst enemy of politicians who do not keep promises. “I don’t have any
friends in Washington except these two,” he said about Cruz and Utah Sen. Mike
Lee. He added they are the first politicians he has even endorsed.
Beck said that he, like many Mormons, believe in a prophecy that the Constitution
will hang by a thread in the last days. He said he believes that now is that time,
and people like Lee and Cruz will save it.
Glenn Beck Brings Fasting Mormon Child on Stage at Cruz Rally, Yells: “'THIS IS
THE PRIESTHOOD RISING!'
Glenn Beck: Dale is from Provo. I met
him just a few minutes ago. I want to tell
you why I have hope. Dale introduced
himself to me. And he didn’t tell me this,
his father did. Dale has been fasting
without anybody knowing it every
Tuesday for the last three weeks for the
right outcome in this election. This is
the priesthood rising!
@GlennBeck talks up his faith in the
teachings of the LDS church. "He gave
us that book so we can protect freedom here," Beck says.
— Patrick Svitek (@PatrickSvitek) March 19, 2016

Democrats sound alarm against Trump...Dangerous and unprecedented threat...
PHOENIX — Leading liberals and progressive groups are turning their gaze away
from the Democratic primary and toward efforts to unite the left against Donald
Trump, framing him as a dangerous and unprecedented candidate who poses an
existential threat to the progressive movement and the nation.
Ad campaigns are in the works. There are calls for massive voter mobilizations
and screeds from leading donors circulating within liberal circles. Major labor
groups are organizing their members on the ground in swing states. Within the
Democratic Party apparatus, top elected leaders are beginning to speak out both
collectively and individually in ways that reach beyond standard presidential-year
posturing. The sense of urgency in most corners of the left is very high.
Obama increasingly involved in campaign...
Privately Tells Donors to Unite Behind Hillary...
Kremlin Condemns Video for 'Demonizing' Russia...
Communist Chinese Government Calls Trump ‘Racist Clown’, Compares Him To
Hitler
Rothschild Intel Unit Equates Donald Trump to Jihadi Terror--Trump threatens
globalist Trans-Pacific Partnership “free trade” deal
The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), a company under the wing of The Economist,
owned by the Rothschild banking family of England, has declared Donald Trump
a “global risk” along with jihadi terrorism, the UK leaving the EU, the Russian
“intervention” in Syria and the Ukraine, and currency volatility.
“The businessman and political novice, Donald Trump, has built a strong lead in the
Republican party primary, and looks the firm favorite to be the party’s candidate in the
US presidential election in November,” the unit reports, categorizing his election as a
“high impact” risk.
According to the report Trump threatens “free trade,” that is to say globalist
domination of markets, and is hostile toward NAFTA, the Bill Clinton era “trade
deal” that sucked more than a million jobs out of America and produced a $181
billion US trade deficit with NAFTA partners Mexico and Canada.
“In the event of a Trump victory, his hostile attitude to free trade, and alienation
of Mexico and China in particular, could escalate rapidly into a trade war—and at
the least scupper the Trans-Pacific Partnership between the US and 11 other
American and Asian states signed in February 2016.”
The Rothschild unit expects Trump, if nominated will lose to hands-on favorite
Hillary Clinton, who is backed by the financial elite, in particular the great vampire
squid, Goldman Sachs.
Despite the EIU’s certainty Trump will lose, they warn “there are risks to this forecast,
especially in the event of a terrorist attack on US soil or a sudden economic downturn.”
However, in the event Trump wins, “innate hostility within the Republican
hierarchy towards Mr Trump, combined with the inevitable virulent Democratic
opposition, will see many of his more radical policies blocked in Congress—
albeit such internal bickering will also undermine the coherence of domestic and
foreign policymaking,” in other words pose a serious risk to the globalist agenda.

As previously noted the Republican establishment is working hard to undermine
Trump & is furiously plotting his demise; see Roger Stone)
Anonymous Declares Total War on Trump
ANTI-TRUMP AD SPENDING TOPS $63M...
Play: Jewish leaders to boycott Trump speech
SOROS FREAKS
CHINA WARNS
JAPAN FEARS
NEW WORLD ORDER AT RISK?
KURTZ: WHY CAN'T MEDIA STOP HIM?
MAG: Phenomenon could go global...
ROGER STONE: HOW GOP ELITE PLAN TO ROB TRUMP...
Play to 5:12: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0whmVDorbw
Political Official Blatantly Admits The Truth - Parties 'Select' Nominee, Voters Do
Not 'Elect' Them
While many have known the truth for years, those with blinders on, refusing to
see or hear the truth of how Presidential nominees are "selected" by the political
class rather than "elected" by the people, the statements from a Senior GOP
Party Official who just happens to be an unbound GOP delegate from North
Dakota, should be a huge wake up call for all those that have been living in
denial.
From: Jo
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 5:41 PM
To: Scott Johnson
Subject: Listener Comment Regarding Trump and the Republican Establishment
…This is the craziest campaign I’ve ever seen. The Republican establishment is
confirming that it’s all one big scheme and that there’s no difference between the
Democrats and Republicans. It’s all about retaining power, NOT representing the
People who put them in office. The fact is, after YEARS of them rubberstamping
Obama’s radical agenda, the People are finally revolting and the Establishment is
in a state of shock and panic. There is finally a candidate that is not towing the
party line, an out-of-control candidate that is paying for his own campaign and
not beholden to their lobbyists and power brokers.
I have been praying for their schemes to be revealed and wow, He did answer! I
thank God that the covers have finally been pulled away and that people are
seeing these “representatives” as the crooks and conmen that they really are.
CRAZY! I’m not a Donald Trump fan but I for one am glad that he is exposing
these satanic globalists for what they really are – NWO elitists who will do
ANYTHING to retain power!
Praise the Lord for exposing them! God bless you, Jo

The Planned Assassination of Donald Trump--The elite want him dead, and
they're fomenting the discord to ensure it happens
Trump is too dangerous. The elite want him dead, and they’re fomenting the
discord to ensure it happens.
Please share this important video!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEuYox35My0
Secret meet...GOP operatives, conservative leaders meet to thwart Trump
A secretive group of Republican operatives and conservative leaders convened
Thursday morning for more than three hours to discuss ways to unite the right
against Donald Trump, with a presentation about the feasibility of mounting a
third-party challenge as well as extensive deliberations about whether a coalition
of anti-Trump forces could prevent the billionaire mogul from securing the party's
presidential nomination at the July convention in Cleveland.
"It's certainly not too late," Rep. Trent Franks (R-Ariz.) said as he left the session. "You
could get another party on the ballot. A candidate could be picked as late as August. …
It would have to be a movement conservative.”"
ACTIVISTS PLOT 'LARGEST PROTESTS OF CENTURY'
With little fanfare and almost no news media attention, some of the same radical
groups involved in shutting down Donald Trump’s Chicago rally last week are plotting a
mass civil disobedience movement to begin next month.
They intend to march across the East Coast in order to spark a “fire that
transforms the political climate in America.”
The operation, calling itself Democracy Spring, is threatening “drama in Washington”
with the “largest civil disobedience action of the century.” The radicals believe this
will result in the arrest of thousands of their own activists.
“We will demand that Congress listen to the People and take immediate action to
save our democracy. And we won’t leave until they do — or until they send
thousands of us to jail,” the website for Democracy Spring declares, channeling
rhetoric from the Occupy movement.
The group is backed by numerous organizations, including the George Sorosfunded groups MoveOn.org, the Institute for Policy Studies, and the Democrats.
MoveOn.org has been playing a prominent role in organizing anti-Trump activism,
including last weekend’s shutdown of the billionaire’s rally at the University of
Illinois at Chicago Pavilion.
Another group endorsing Democracy Spring is the Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA). The DSA’s Chicago branch drove protesters to last weekend’s nixed
Chicago Trump event, as this reporter exposed.
The AFL-CIO, the nation’s largest labor federation, announced in a press release earlier
this month it is “all in behind Democracy Spring,” perhaps indicating significant
mobilization.
Next month’s Democracy Spring chaos is set to begin with a meetup on April 2 at
the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia.

TRUMP PROTESTERS
BLOCK ROADS TO
PHOENIX RALLY
For hours, the protesters about two dozen in total parked their cars in the
middle of the road,
unfurling banners reading
"Dump Trump" and "Must
Stop Trump," and
chanting "Trump is hate."
Traffic was backed up for
miles, with drivers
honking in fury.
Protesters were also chanting, "Donald Trump, shut it down, Phoenix is the
people's town."
The road was eventually cleared and protesters marched down the highway to the
rally site, weaving between Trump supporters who booed and jeered them.
Activists chain themselves to cars...
Trump effigy beheaded...SHOCK VIDEO: Protester beheads Trump effigy hanging
from noose
March 19, 2016--Leftists are escalating their violent tactics against Republican front
runner Donald Trump by beheading a Trump effigy look-alike in the streets of Salt Lake
City. Nicole Vowell of KSL 5 tweeted several videos of protesters standing on the steps
of city hall on Friday. In one, a man says, “I don’t like anything about Trump,”
before taking a stick and beheading the effigy hung by a noose.
The #DumpTrump piñatas are out outside City Hall in #SLC @KSL5TV
pic.twitter.com/TLXuItY23h
— Nicole Vowell (@NicoleVowellKSL) March 19, 2016
He then picks up the head and attempts to punt it like a football.
Another unhinged protester screamed into the microphone about Trump’s hair.
#livetweet #dumptrump pic.twitter.com/va8R9yPkkC
— Hans Styles (@hanskurzius) March 19, 2016
“How can Trump run a country when he can’t even do his hair right!” he yelled as
the mob cheered. With a frenzied look in his eye, he beat the effigy and screamed.
His Twitter profile says he’s a barista at Starbucks.
“Yes that’s me and I just led a revolution,” he tweeted.
Fox 13 reports protesters clashed with police after the protest. The news station
adds rocks were thrown at Trump rally attendees as they exited the Infinity Event
Center.
VIDEO: Protesters Try to Storm Trump Utah Rally, Tear Up Secret Service Check
Points
Anti-Donald Trump protesters tore down Secret Service security checkpoints in an effort
to storm the doors of the Infinity Event Center while Trump was speaking, only to be

repelled by police, CNN reported. Protesters clashed with Trump supporters in Salt
Lake City, Utah. Police in riot gear blocked the entrance to the Salt Lake City
building after protesters tried to rush the door.
Secret service & local PD hold & secure door after protestors storm #Trump Utah
entrance & attempt entry pic.twitter.com/d4con2TcUL
— JKH / Gay Leftist (@jaycamikenGL) March 19, 2016
FOX NEWS HAS VIDEO OF PROTESTERS ATTACKING POLICE AND TEARING
DOWN SECRET SERVICE CHECKPOINT TENT
NEW VIDEO: anti trump protesters and police getting rough with each other in Salt Lake
City. Sorry it's shaky pic.twitter.com/cgFwyF8zce
— Peter Doocy (@pdoocy) March 19, 2016
Sanchez said there was an unconfirmed claim that one of the protesters got inside.
Hundreds of Donald Trump supporters and protesters faced off outside the Infinity
Event Center in Salt Lake City, Utah Friday night.
Police have position themselves bet. protesters & Trump supporters.
@Boris_Sanchez has more https://t.co/u52Ea97Ny8 https://t.co/qvhq1vE8x8
— CNN Tonight (@CNNTonight) March 19, 2016
Clashes in Manhattan...Anti-Trump Protest Moves From Central Park to Trump
Towers in New York
Queer DEtainee Empowerment Project, Revolutionaries Against Gendered
Oppression Everywhere and other leftists join protest March 19, 2016
yra Bo @bo_kyra 3h3 hours ago
@RaheemKassam is the world
completely ignorant to the fact that
the nazis were socialists!?
“Thousands of protesters gathered
in front of one of Donald Trump’s
signature Manhattan buildings
Saturday to protest the GOP frontrunner,” reports CBS News New
York.
“The protest is backed by several
activism groups, including ICEFREE NYC, International Women’s
Day Coalition, Millions March NYC
(Which is committed to building and
strengthening the Black Lives Matter
movement)., Queer DEtainee
Empowerment Project,
Revolutionaries Against Gendered
Oppression Everywhere [RAGE],
among others.”
As previously reported, the violent
anarchist group ANTIFA is also
among the protesters and they may

engage in violence.
Violent Anarchists Join Protest at Trump Towers Anarchist groups infiltrated by
police
March 19, 2016
NYC ANTIFA,
which bills
itself as an
“anti-fascist”
group, has
joined the
protest at the
Trump Towers
in New York.
pic.twitter.com/QzRqcn9gIF
— Ash J (@AshAgony) March 19, 2016
ANTIFA has roots in the German communist party and takes its political stance
from Leon Trotsky who said “fighting squads must be created” and “flabby
pacifism” would not be acceptable in the struggle against fascism.
Radical Leftists Unleash Anti-Trump Riots Starting On March 19th
Michael Snyder | Economic Collapse Blog - March 19, 2016
Many of the exact same groups that participated in Occupy Wall Street and
helped organize protest rallies in Ferguson and Baltimore are now promising to
bring us “the largest civil disobedience actions in a generation”.
I recently wrote about the trouble that radical leftists have caused by attempting
to disrupt Trump campaign events, but now there is a very organized effort to turn
this into a national movement. On March 19th, thousands of angry protesters will
descend on Trump Tower in New York City to denounce Donald Trump’s “fascist
policies”, and on April 2nd dozens of leftist organizations will join together to launch
“Democracy Spring” in Philadelphia. From there, large numbers of liberal activists
will march to Washington D.C. where they will “risk arrest” during a “peaceful”
sit-in at the U.S. Capitol from April 11th to April 18th. If the radical left is this
freaked out about Donald Trump now, how bad will things get if he actually
becomes the Republican nominee?
I suppose that it was only a matter of time before the radical left began to
specifically target Trump properties. I hope that Trump has good security,
because it will definitely be tested starting today…
Anti-Trump Protesters Tyrannize Americans As Soros And The New World Order
Begin Activating 'Terror
Cells' In America In
Preparation Of
Launching Race War
By Stefan Stanford - All
News Pipeline - Live Free

Or Die
Things are clearly beginning to 'heat up' in America as the 1st day of Spring
brings George Soros and the 'new world order' unleashing their paid terrorists
upon America in an attempt to launch a race war upon Americans and put a stop
to the nearly unstoppable rise of Donald Trump. As Americans suddenly awaken 'en
masse' to the globalists plans to drive a final stake through Americas heart so that they
can completely bring in their 'New World Order' and continue their pillaging of American
jobs, the raping of the middle class and the destruction of our Constitution, they've
bowed to historical leftist tactics of rioting and terrorism as heard much more in the
videos below.
As Milwaukee Sheriff David Clarke tells Fox News in the first video below, what we're
now watching is a rebellion and a threat to the very sovereignty of the United States in
all of these protests that have suddenly terrorized the lives of ordinary, law-abiding
American citizens who simply want to go about their lives. Sheriff Clarke is totally on fire
in this interview.:
Play: Sheriff Clarke: Pro-Immigration Protesters Against Trump Are 'A Conglomeration
of Misfits'
Illegals freed from prison go on killing spree
ICE: 124 illegals freed from jail later charged in 138 murder cases...
UPDATE: RECORD NUMBER CHILD ILLEGALS FLOODING BORDER...
'Beyond crisis proportions'...
AZ SHERIFF UNLEASHED: Obama 'handcuffed' Border Patrol...
'Manipulated data'...
'Had agents assigned to low traffic areas'...
'Attempted to quiet dissent'...
Pope Francis Asks Nations to ‘Open Their Hearts and Their Doors’ to Migrants
During the last year, more than 1.1 million migrants entered the European Union
Bombshell Revelation Ignored by MSM As Sheriff and Border Patrol Detail Call
Out Obama
College students demand safe spaces from border patrol agents...
Side bar: Atheism and the Materialist philosophy go hand-in-hand in the modern age
but the origins of Atheism are much older. Albert
Pike (December 29, 1809 – April 2, 1891) was a
Confederate General, lawyer, the highest ranking
Freemason of the 1800’s, and writer… and is a
celebrated Freemason even today. He is quoted
as saying in his book, Morals and Dogma of the
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry: “…for Satan is not a black god but
the negation of God. The devil is the
personification of Atheism or Idolatry.”
<< Albert Pike
Pike, who was also an illuminist, an occultist and
an advocate for a global ruling class; & was an
insider Freemason in Washington D.C. when he
died. He was quoted later in his life saying: “We

shall release the nihilists and atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social
cataclysm which in all its horror will show clearly to the nations, the effects of
absolute atheism, origin of savagery and the most bloody turmoil.”
Nihilism is the belief that all values are baseless and that nothing can be known
or communicated. A true nihilist would believe in nothing, have no loyalties, and
no purpose other than, perhaps, an impulse to destroy.
----------------------We're beginning to see the globalists 'game plans' unfolding to keep America in
the 'New World Order' on several different fronts now as Tef Poe, a spokesman
for 'Black Lives Matter' who was actually flown out to the United Nations to speak
about 'police violence,' has issued terror threats upon whites as seen in his tweet
below; if Trump wins, there will be young blacks out 'en masse' causing riots, he
says.
Psa
¶ Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?
2:1
Psa The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together,
against the LORD, and against his anointed, saying,
2:2
Psa
Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.
2:3
Psa He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in
2:4
derision.
Psa Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore
2:5
displeasure.
Despite the fact that it is against the law to protest in America where Secret Service
agents are present and guarding somebody under Secret Service protection according
to HR347 which states: “When the federal law on trespass was quietly amended—it is a
crime, punishable by up to a year in prison, to “knowingly impede or disrupt the orderly
conduct of Government business or official functions” in locations guarded by the Secret
Service, including places where individuals under Secret Service protection are
temporarily located”, we've seen very few arrests where Trump has been protested
against. If this was Mr. Obama being protested against, mass arrests would be the
norm.
As Americans, we should have
the right to go about our travels
unhindered; but as we've seen
in recent protests against
Trump, ''terrorists'' are
preventing law-abiding
Americans from being able to
go about their daily business
unhindered as they block
highways and transportation,
completely unaware they are
aiding the same injustices
they claim that they are
protesting against.

We saw this today in Arizona in what could be the unfolding of civil war in
America, as law-breakers masquerading as protesters in Arizona stopped
Americans from going about their day to day lives.
& now according to Economist Magazine, a Donald Trump presidency is listed as one of
their greatest threats to the global economy, but conversely a Trump presidency would
bring jobs back to America & corporations using low-wage labor overseas would be
forced to pay Americans at least a little bit more.

Back in 2008 and 2012, white Americans barely protested against Barack Obama
in his run for presidency and certainly never expressed the kind of hatred
towards him that we have been seeing towards Donald Trump and his views from
'the left'. In our lifetimes of following politics in America, we can NEVER
REMEMBER SO MUCH HATRED being displayed from a group of people towards
a candidate merely for expressing his 1st Amendment Rights, and to see those
on the left actually BLAMING
Donald Trump for speaking his
mind shows us just how far down
the Orwellian road of political
correctness that we have gone.
While anti-Trump protesters held up
signs saying 'make America hate
again', we've rarely seen so much
hatred coming from anyone
anywhere, in the hatred which the
protesters displayed, certainly not
from those who chose to attend a peaceful Donald Trump rally. Each and every day
we can see the direction this is clearly headed...the leftists will do absolutely
anything to stay in power, including launching a race war upon law-abiding
American citizens. America is truly getting an opportunity to see what hatred is
up close and personal. Why are their eyes so full of hatred as seen in the
photographs above? While they may not like everything that Mr. Trump has to say, as
an American, but he's surely free to speak his mind...and those who choose to listen to
what Mr. Trump wants to say shouldn't have their lives encumbered by those who have
been taken over by hatred of what Trump represents, an America with borders.
Even though so many Americans share in the sadness of what has happened to our
country under Barack Obama and the NWO globalists for the past 7 years and prior to
that time under Bush, we never see the kind of hatred coming from those
Americans who disapprove of Obama's or Bush's politics and actions as we do

the hatred directed towards Trump for simply voicing his opinions under his right
to free speech. Hillary Clinton has been responsible for the deaths of thousands in the
Middle East and elsewhere due to her foreign policy and we don't see the same kind of
hatred directed towards her, not even by those who lost family members due to her
disastrous foreign policy decisions!
While the globalists might think that they'll be able to start a race war, many Americans
have become too wise too fall for such tricks and as we learn from this story from
Gateway Pundit and see in the final two videos below, a black Donald Trump supporter
gets into it with a racist protester who is wearing a KKK mask. The black Donald
Trump supporter has since been arrested for this beatdown. With white
Americans cheering on the black man we have to ask, where is all that racism
that the mainstream media is talking about?
http://allnewspipeline.com/Soros_And_Obama_Activate_Terror_Cells_For_Race_
War.php
++ Anti-Trump MOB FOR HIRE Ad In Chicago Craigslist Days Before Violent
Protest - Man Who Attacked Trump Made Short Film Calling For Killings Of
Whites And Is An 'Actor' With An IMDb Page Dating Back To 2004
Back in the beginning of January 2016, a very strange anti-Donald Trump ad
showed up on the Austin, Texas Craigslist looking for 'troublemakers'. Submitted
by a Chicago producer with a 'professional reputation', the ad was taken down
soon after Infowars, Investment Watch Blog and several other websites
publicized the advertisement. Not surprisingly, a new ad has recently sprung up,
another anti-Trump and
anti-Conservatives
Craigslist ad that,
coincidentally or not,
showed up in the Chicago
Craigslist days prior to the
huge violent protest that
recently took down a
Donald Trump rally.
In fact, 'mobs for hire' are
a very real phenomenon
and big business in
America and according to
several we have visited
online today, one can purchase a 'flash mob' for almost any occasion, though this
Forbes story tells us they are quite pricey. Could one purchase a mob for mass
protests that might turn violent?
We also see absolute proof here that there are paid positions for those who seek
to become involved in these rebellions, quite an incentive for college students
and others who are unable to obtain employment in this rapidly collapsing
economy. While Grassroots Campaigns has not yet returned a phone call to ANP
(who is requesting more information about them or if they were involved in what
recently happened in Chicago or Dayton, Ohio) we've gotten more proof that the
person who was arrested for charging the stage when Trump was speaking in Dayton is

racist agitator, as seen in the screenshot above and video directly below, a short
movie which he wrote and directed.
Tommy DiMassimo also has an IMDb page....yes, he is an actor. The video below
is the trailer for a movie he wrote called "Red, Black and Blue" in which he plays
the role of 'killer cop'. DiMassimo was released on $300 bond. Keep in mind,
DiMassimo wrote this movie. Calling for violence against whites, is this video
more proof that things could get very bad very quickly? Should DiMassimo have
even been released back upon the streets?
Play to 31 seconds: Red Black and Blue Trailer
Black Crime Facts That The White Liberal Media Daren't Talk About
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDazIXANnH0
(Caution Language) A Black Man Says: WHITE PEOPLE ARE NOT THE
PROBLEM! Black People ARE!!!
&
Its time to stop blaming White Folks for the problems we are having in BLACK
AMERICA. Walter Lee Hampton II

9:57
Play: Africans Helped to Start Slavery - How it REALLY happened
Black Trump Supporter Shot and Killed by Chicago Protesters
Christian Times Newspaper has learned that an African-American supporter of
Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump has died after allegedly
sustaining gunshot wounds in the aftermath of Friday night’s chaos in Chicago.
Robert King Bullock, aged
37, was a resident of
Chicago’s Evanston suburb.
According to Bullock’s
friend, who also
attended the Trump rally,
Robert was an avid chef,
and he recently obtained his
Masters of Business
Administration and planned
to open a local restaurant.
This source spoke with CTN on the condition of anonymity, and asked to be
referred to as “Terry.” He called for Bullock’s death to serve as a reminder to antiTrump groups and the mainstream media.
“Rob was a black man, but he supported Trump because he got tired of
Democrats saying his race was the thing holding him back,” Bullock’s friend told
CTN.

“[Rob] lost his job because of Obamacare. He lost his brother to black-on-black
gang violence. Now he lost his life because he believed in a white man. His race
didn’t have a d*** thing to do with what held him back.”
Bullock and Terry were separated in the chaos that followed the protesters’
interruption of the planned Trump rally, which led to widespread violent scuffles
and the event’s cancellation. It is believed that Bullock, at some point after
leaving the event center and becoming separated from Terry, that he was
confronted by protesters, beaten, then allegedly shot two times in the abdomen
and left shoulder by a small to medium-size handgun.
Family of Slain Burglar Complains, ‘How Else Was He Gonna Get Money?’ The
sister and cousin of a black teen shot and killed by a Miami homeowner
protecting her property are complaining that people need to see the break-in from
the teen’s point of view: “How he gonna get his money…?”
Racist Activists Say: White People Should ill Themselves to Atone For ‘White
Privilege’
This debate (about whether white people should be exterminated) was held at
Harvard University. The pro-genocide activists, Damiyr Davis and Miguel
Feliciano, are from the University of West Georgia.
The topic of the debate was supposed to be renewable energy — not race. The
white team chose to advocate wind turbines. Instead of addressing that issue, the
black debaters began arguing that all whites should kill themselves and that their
white opponents should die.
This was NOT a position that was assigned to them in class. They claimed that
their pro-genocide movement was *REAL POLITICAL ACTIVISM.*
Can you imagine if a white team began openly advocating black genocide? Would
that be acceptable? They would be kicked out of school and their lives would be
ruined.
Yet black students at every major university in the country, including Harvard,
Yale, and Johns Hopkins, have joined the "Black Liberation Collective" which
endorses the murder of whites: http://i.imgur.com/FBjnaN9.png
Amazingly, the University of West Georgia brags about these two anti-white
debaters on its website. The duo's passionate advocacy of white extermination
has made them No. 2 in the country! http://tinyurl.com/zyyxafx
UWG Debaters Ranked Among Best in the Nation, That’s No Debate
Thursday, April 11, 2013
Holding true to its national trend,
the UWG Debate Team finished in
second place at The CrossExamination Debate Association
Nationals. The team of Damiyr Davis
and Miguel Feliciano, both
sophomores from New York City,
topped off its season with a more

than stellar performance in two national tournaments.
----------------------------------White genocide is even being taught to high-school students. One of the antiwhite debaters, Miguel Feliciano works as an instructor at Coppin State
University's Eddie Conway Liberation Institute, run by Professor Shanara ReidBrinkley of the University of Pittsburg. Young black students are indoctrinated in
the same anti-white ideology displayed in this debate.
***Edit: The unedited recording of the debate at Harvard was previously available
at the following links on Vimeo. But once my message went viral, the anti-white
activists deleted these public videos of the debate in order to conceal the truth. I
will try to obtain copies and repost them elsewhere. This just shows you how
dishonest these people are: when you point out their hypocrisy, they delete the
evidence. ***
https://vimeo.com/52351095
http://vimeo.com/52351094
https://vimeo.com/52352262
http://vimeo.com/52351098
Student debate highlights shocking anti-white racism at Harvard University
*RESPONSE TO SKEPTICS*
1. The University President just ADMITTED this video is authentic:
https://twitter.com/PIPability/status...
2. Proof that this was NOT just an argument in the debate. These are REAL
RACISTS: http://i.imgur.com/rEq1Ghl.png
3. These activists advocate MURDERING POLICE "PIGS"
http://i.imgur.com/17Qzez6.png
4. We know that they are BLACK LIVES MATTER activists from their social media
profiles. See for yourself!
***BREAKING NEWS: We just caught Harvard TRYING TO HIDE THE VIDEO, and
advocating DEATH TO TRUMP SUPPORTERS*** PROOF of the conspiracy:
https://imgur.com/KzdTcgW

1. The guy above who offers to kill Trump voters is Rashad Evans, the national
champion debater from the same school as the racist activists in the video.
2. The people trying to make the video "disappear from the internet" are the
debate coaches at Harvard & Stanford University: Brian Manuel, Sherry Hall, and
Dallas Perkins.
3. Do NOT let them hide the truth! LIKE AND SHARE this video!
Play: https://youtu.be/RC-Cqkq6zWc
MTV Says Black People Can't Be Racist
MTV News says that it's impossible for blacks and people of color to be racist,
and that only white people can be racist.

Play to 2:44 then 2:52 to 4:24 then 4:26 to 5:43: https://youtu.be/EE0YmFqedhY
Chicago Cop: Anti-Trump Mob More Aggressive and Destructive than Reported
“It seems the [media] aren’t broadcasting footage of the debris being thrown
across Harrison by Sanders/Hillary supporters at Trump fans.”
Ever the tool of the globalists and specifically George Soros and his 'color
revolutions' that have taken place around the world, we now have more proof that
these 'rebellions' are being organized and designed by the very elitists
themselves that the 'rebellion' seeks to 'rebel against'. With the NWO globalists
staging this rebellion against order, liberty and America in their last ditch effort to
overthrow America before a president who would put America first is WILLED
into office by the American people, we see that the 'Summer of 2016' will likely go
down in the history books as the year 'absolute corruption' will do anything
possible to hold onto their power and control, including race war and martial law
with no elections.
Bill Clinton Admits Hillary-Soros Connection After Trump Protest
Breaking: Anti-Trump Protest Funded and Directed by Hillary
Political insider Roger Stone on the plan by Hillary Clinton to disrupt Donald
Trump rallies with radical left-wing provocateurs.
HILLARY SUPPORTERS Caught Infiltrating Trump Rallies with NAZI ARMBANDS!
The Anti-Trump Race Riots In Chicago Last Night Are The Work Of George Soros
George Soros Spending Millions To Stop Donald Trump’s Mexican Wall
The Use of Manchurian Mind-Controlled Subjects to Disrupt Trump’s Political
Events
Koch donors divided over failure to stop Trump...
Michelle Fields Continues Lies – Megyn Kelly Gladly Gives Her a Platform to
Spread Anti-Trump Hoax (VIDEO) Horrible hoaxer Michelle Fields is still lying
about this fantasy assault by Trump’s campaign manager Corey Lewandowski
REPORTS: Trump Left Off FL Ballots; 'Dozens of Complaints'...
Play: Chicago Reporters Infiltrate Violent Leftist Protests Against Donald Trump
Chicago reporters Jeremy Segal and Andrew infiltrated the violent, vulgar
protests against Donald Trump at the University of Illinois Chicago campus on
Friday March 10, 2016. Sean Hannity interviewed Andrew and Jeremy on their
amazing footage from the protests.
Videos Of Chaos! Trump Responds To Chicago Rally Cancellation As Protesters,
Including Terrorist Bill Ayers, Killed Free Speech
Anti-Trump Activists Violating Candidate’s Constitutionally Protected Right to
Speech and Assembly
Leftists and Democrats attempting to shut down Donald Trump are violating his
(& the people coming to hear him speak) constitutionally protected and
guaranteed right of speech and assembly.
On Saturday Mike Holmes wrote for Lew Rockwell’s website:

In reading and watching the recent anti-Trump blockades and semi-violent disruptions it
seems obvious that this highly organized movement is explicitly calling for violating
candidate Trump’s protected civil rights to assemble and speak before his supporters.
As a libertarian I’m all for protest and dissent. However that doesn’t include preventing
people with whom we disagree from speaking to or assembling their supporters or fans.
Legitimate protest/dissent doesn’t including shutting up the other side by force or threats
of force.
The emergence of national groups organized and united to prevent Trump from
speaking at his public rallies crosses a dangerous line. How is the recent
blockade of a Trump rally in Phoenix AZ not an intentional and organized effort to
deprive Mr. Trump of his constitutional rights to speech and assembly? And the
civil rights of those who want to hear him speak, without being threatened or
blocked by angry protesters? They shut him down in Chicago, and now they
publically announce that this is their objective everywhere they can muster the
muscle to do so.
& this “conspiracy” to violate his rights is not hidden, but instead blasted throughout
Social Media by self-righteous activist-organizers who explicitly call for shutting up
Trump and shutting down his national GOP primary campaign.
So far there has been little or no public comment about this odd situation. Just imagine
what would happen if, say, anti-Hillary organizers publicly planned and called for
aggressive and disruptive means to prevent candidate Clinton from speaking at
her rallies? Or preventing her supporters from reaching campaign venues? Recall
her past loud complaints about the “vast right-wing conspiracy” against the Clintons?
Instead the establishment media is replete with victim blaming Trump for supposedly
“inciting” violence. This Soros funded “shut down Trump” Social Media campaign
is totally unlawful & bragging about it on the Internet or Twitter doesn’t turn
threats of violence into harmless dissent, especially when these threats are
increasingly manifested at Trump events. Attorney General Loretta Lynch, your
phone is ringing.
Foreign Troops Arrive In Texas to Prepare for the Coming Civil War
Saturday, March 19, 2016 13:10--I have a proven confidential source which told
me early in the week that foreign troops were arriving in Texas to prepare for the
coming civil war. And what specifically are they doing, they will be participating
in the UWEX 16 war game which is designed to (1) extract dissidents; (2) engage
rogue American military unit who are not on board with the new agenda of the
new management which will soon be taking up residence in the White House.
Presumably, we are talking about a Clinton presidency.
I decided to sit on this revelation until the commencement of UWEX 16 next week,
or until I received on the ground confirmation. Last night, I received confirmation
from eye witness at Camp Bullus in Texas. The person is a civilian contractor and
had personal contact with several of these individuals at an eatery on the base.
They were wearing American military units, but were speaking several foreign
language. My source said that some troops will come in other the UN flag and
some will be brought under the NATO command. I contend that that they have

been here since at least last fall. Why should I believe these 2 accounts? Because
I warned America about this last fall. Here is some of what I reported late last fall.
Any military intelligence officer will tell you that even the smallest thing could
mark the coming of a major event. There is a video going viral that should
concern every American who hopes to retain any remnant of the Constitution,
including the hope of legally retaining ownership over a gun. Ultimately, the
presence of UN personnel in the manner in which we see in the following video,
should be disturbing to even the most unaware American.
For the full report and videos go to:
http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2016/03/foreign-troops-arrive-intexas-to-prepare-for-the-coming-civil-war-2474395.html
Dave Hodges Report: Does God Have His Hand On the Trump Miracle?
We are witnessing a seeming miracle in America with the rise of Donald Trump’s
movement which is exposing the extreme exploitation of the middle class and the
ongoing attempt to make America go extinct.
On the way to America’s Armageddon, someone threw a monkey wrench into the
political fracas and America started paying attention, in big, very big numbers. And that
monkey wrench is named Donald Trump. The Trump phenomenon is beginning to
spread across the planet. Did you see that 3.5 million protesters are taking to the
streets in Brazil?
The Rising Consciousness of the Oppressed Is No Surprise to Social Psychologists
As I have pointed out before, it is a well-established fact that when 10% of the people
take hold of an idea, the idea spreads like wildfire.
Scientists from the prestigious Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute have determined that if
just 10% of any given population holds to an
unshakable idea, that the idea will become
adopted by the majority of the country. However,
the scientists who belong to the Social Cognitive
Networks Academic Research Center (SCNARC)
found that if the ideas are shared by less than 10%
of the population, the idea will not progress and will
eventually die out. The research was first published
in a peer reviewed E Journal in an article entitled “Social consensus through the
influence of committed minorities.”The finding has dramatic implications for those of us
trying to wake up the sheep in this country. The SNARC scientists found that the 10%
figure was applicable whether they were talking about the spread of innovations or to
advance an ideal.
The poll of New York state, conducted by Boston’s Emerson College, has Trump
enjoying a commanding lead. Trump’s only two remaining competitors in New York,
shows that Trump is no longer a plurality but an overwhelming majority with 65%
backing the beleaguered Republican candidate. Interestingly, the poll was
conducted, March 14- March 16, BEFORE Rubio dropped out. Rubio’s continued
candidacy would have clearly served to dilute Trump’s majority and this serves to
make Trump’s numbers even more impressive.

What is impressive about these numbers is that they following the elite’s $400 million
dollars of dirt ads designed to discredit Trump. During this period, the entire leadership
of the GOP has turned on Trump, yet his numbers continue to climb beyond all reason.
This is due to the fact that Trump has smashed through the 10% figure and his
movement, not his campaign, has taken on a life of its own as his movement is reaching
tsunami proportions.
This social psychological phenomenon is negating all negative politics. The
yellow journalism of Fox, the contrived riots and all the lies are a waste of time.
They are only serving to increase Trump’s popularity due to all the attention that
is being given to the man and his message.
Given my academic background, I understand the psychology at work, I am awestruck
at the implications.
Even globalist, Newt Gingrich, has called Trump a “natural ally of conservatism“. All
purveyors of power are lining up against Trump. Is he made of Teflon, or is this a case
of divine intervention?
Play: Here's Why the Globalists Fear Trump
The manifestations of the elite’s frustration is made very clear in the following
video--Trump vs. the World Play: https://youtu.be/oQPI85SB8Mc
Three Ways to Stop Donald Trump
Conventional wisdom would suggest that there are three ways to stop Donald Trump:
1. Sponsor a brokered convention where the nomination is stolen from Trump.
2. Assassinate Trump.
3. Bankrupt the country and start World War III.
Either way, which ever side side prevails, there will be a very violent push back
from the other side, particularly from the globalists.
A brokered convention will be the main point of initial attack by the globalists.
This is a warning that all Americans need to heed. The American people are
caught in the middle of a “winner-take-all” high stake poker game. There is no
middle ground. There will be no election results which could conceivable clean
up the mess of the coming election if it goes the way of the globalists who
desperately want to collapse the country in order to usher in a Satanic New World
Order. How can I be so sure? Over the past week, The Common Sense Show and
several other Independent Media outlets are scratching their heads in amazement
as we watch the GOP leadership destroy the future of their party. Fox News with
the extreme brand of Megyn elly’s yellow journalism is destroying the credibility
of not only Fox News but of NewsCorp as a whole. What exactly have these entities
done with regard to committing institutional suicide? The answer is so simply and so
obvious, it should not bear repeating. The overriding two issues that have caught the
eye of the American voter, and newly awakened millions of American who know they
they have future so long as the status quo remains in place consist of the following:
1. The one-sided free trade agreements have unemployed millions of Americans and
have brought untold misery, while the elite take advantage of cheap foreign labor and
the “gift” to be able to ship their foreign produced products back into the country, duty
free, while underselling and bankrupting even more American businesses.

2. The continued of a cultural debasement of the United States by continuing wholesale
illegal immigration which severely suppresses wages while “stealing” millions of jobs
from Americans.
There is a third issue that is beginning to rear its ugly head and that is the topic of
corporate campaign donations. So long as we have corporate bribery of Congress,
there will be no Republican form of democracy. Internationally, these strategies,
through the implementation nation state central banks, have destroyed nations
through back-breaking debt and have served to elevate the corporations above
national interests. Does anyone really believe that the globalists are going to
willingly give up the stranglehold that these bankster criminals have enjoyed for
so long. The elite have two primary options which include to force a brokered
convention while continuing to bash Trump in the media and instigate riots at
Trump’s rallies.
Conclusion
As compelling as the social data is; there is much more at work here than the forces of
man. I believe this movement is
resilient because of divine
intervention. Your prayers are
working America.
In my lifetime, I have never witnessed
a movement, operating against such
severe odds, succeed with such
vigor. I am coming to the opinion that
God has his hand on this movement.
Why do I believe that? Because there
are too many people praying for
Trump for this not to be a factor, perhaps the deciding factor. In the meantime,
freedom lovers have a rare opportunity. The door is open and we need to seize
this opportunity. What can you do? Pray, Pray, Pray and then act.
¶ And Benhadad the king of Syria gathered all his host together: and
1Ki
there were thirty and two kings with him, and horses, and chariots:
20:1
and he went up and besieged Samaria, and warred against it.
1Ki And he sent messengers to Ahab king of Israel into the city, and
20:2 said unto him, Thus saith Benhadad,
1Ki Thy silver and thy gold is mine; thy wives also and thy children,
20:3 even the goodliest, are mine.
1Ki And the king of Israel answered and said, My lord, O king, according
20:4 to thy saying, I am thine, and all that I have.
1Ki And all the elders and all the people said unto him, Hearken not unto
20:8 him, nor consent.
And it came to pass, when Benhadad heard this message, as he was
1Ki drinking, he and the kings in the pavilions, that he said unto his
20:12 servants, Set yourselves in array. And they set themselves in array
against the city.
1Ki ¶ And, behold, there came a prophet unto Ahab king of Israel,
20:13 saying, Thus saith the LORD, Hast thou seen all this great
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multitude? behold, I will deliver it into thine hand this day; and thou
shalt know that I am the LORD.
And Ahab said, By whom? And he said, Thus saith the LORD, Even
by the young men of the princes of the provinces. Then he said,
Who shall order the battle? And he answered, Thou.
Then he numbered the young men of the princes of the provinces,
and they were two hundred and thirty two: and after them he
numbered all the people, even all the children of Israel, being seven
thousand.
And they went out at noon. But Benhadad was drinking himself
drunk in the pavilions, he and the kings, the thirty and two kings that
helped him.
And the young men of the princes of the provinces went out first;
and Benhadad sent out, and they told him, saying, There are men
come out of Samaria.
And he said, Whether they be come out for peace, take them alive;
or whether they be come out for war, take them alive.
So these young men of the princes of the provinces came out of the
city, and the army which followed them.
And they slew every one his man: and the Syrians fled; and Israel
pursued them: and Benhadad the king of Syria escaped on an horse
with the horsemen.
And the king of Israel went out, and smote the horses and chariots,
and slew the Syrians with a great slaughter.
And the prophet came to the king of Israel, and said unto him, Go,
strengthen thyself, and mark, and see what thou doest: for at the
return of the year the king of Syria will come up against thee.
¶ And the servants of the king of Syria said unto him, Their gods are
gods of the hills; therefore they were stronger than we; but let us
fight against them in the plain, and surely we shall be stronger than
they.
And do this thing, Take the kings away, every man out of his place,
and put captains in their rooms:
And number thee an army, like the army that thou hast lost, horse
for horse, and chariot for chariot: and we will fight against them in
the plain, and surely we shall be stronger than they. And he
hearkened unto their voice, and did so.
And it came to pass at the return of the year, that Benhadad
numbered the Syrians, and went up to Aphek, to fight against Israel.
And the children of Israel were numbered, and were all present, and
went against them: and the children of Israel pitched before them
like two little flocks of kids; but the Syrians filled the country.
¶ And there came a man of God, and spake unto the king of Israel,
and said, Thus saith the LORD, Because the Syrians have said, The
LORD is God of the hills, but he is not God of the valleys, therefore
will I deliver all this great multitude into thine hand, and ye shall

know that I am the LORD.
And they pitched one over against the other seven days. And so it
1Ki was, that in the seventh day the battle was joined: and the children
20:29 of Israel slew of the Syrians an hundred thousand footmen in one
day.
But the rest fled to Aphek, into the city; and there a wall fell upon
1Ki
twenty and seven thousand of the men that were left. And Benhadad
20:30
fled, and came into the city, into an inner chamber.
http://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/2016/03/19/does-god-have-his-hand-on-thetrump-miracle/

